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In 1927 Eberhard Hopf obtained a number of maximum principles 
for elliptic partial differential equations of second order, including 
nonlinear equations of the general form 
@(x, u, Du, D%) = 0 
where x = (x1 ,..., x,J and DU and D2u denote respectively the 
gradient vector and Hessian matrix of the dependent function 
u = U(X). When Hopf’s theorem is specialized to quasilinear differen- 
tial operators we obtain the following result (see [5], pages 151-152). 
Let u = u(x) and v = v(x) be functions of class C2 on an n-dimensional 
domain Q, satisfying the respective d@wntial inequalities 
d(x, u, Du) D% > B(x, u, Du), d(x, v, Do) D2w < B(x, v, Dv). (I) 
Suppose that u < v in 52, and that at least one of the matrices 
d(x, u, Du) or 4x, v, W (2) 
is positive definite on Q. Then either u GE v or u < v throughout Q. 
In stating this result it is assumed that the coefficient matrix J$ 
and the right hand side scalar term SY are of class Cl in their argu- 
ments; also we have used an obvious notation for the scalar product 
of the matrices J&’ and D2u. 
The above result applies in particular when u and v are C2 extremals 
of a variational problem of the form 
8 j- F(x, u, Du) dx = 0, (3) 
that is, satisfy the respective Euler-Lagrange equations 
aF I I aF div a(Du) = au and aF I I aF div a(Do) = ae, * (4) 
* This research was partially supported by the United States Air Force Office of 
Scientific Research under Grant No. AFOSR 883-67. 
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[It is naturally assumed here that the integrand is of class C3, so that 
when equations (4) are written out in full they will have the form (1’) 
with & and B of class C1 in their arguments.] In a recent paper in 
this journal, F. J. Almgren has obtained a related result under the 
assumption that u and w  are merely Cl extremals of (3); also he requires 
somewhat less smoothness of the integrand than noted above. This 
generalization is paid for, however, by a weaker conclusion, namely, 
that either u = w  in Q or else the set of equality is at most of capacity 
zero. In other words, while the conclusion of Hopf’s theorem implies 
that if the equality u = z, holds at a single point then it holds every- 
where, Almgren’s result yields only that if the equality holds on a set 
of positive capacity then it holds everywhere. Moreover, his theorem 
applies only to extremals and not to subextremals and superextremals 
as is the case for Hopf’s theorem. 
Under these circumstances, it is natural to seek a maximum principle 
which applies to Cl solutions of differential inequalities and yet still 
retains the strong conclusion of Hopf’s theorem. To this end, we 
consider here the divergence structure partial differential inequalities 
div{A(x, I(, Du)} - B(x, u, Da) > 0 
div{d(x, w, Dw)) - B(x, o, Dv) < 0, 
(5) 
where A and B are, respectively, a given vector and a given scalar 
function of the arguments X, u, Du. Since u and o are merely assumed 
to be of class Cl, we must interpret (5) in the weak form, 
valid for all nonnegative Cl function q5 with compact support in 52. 
Concerning the structure of the functions A(x, u, p) and B(x, u, p), 
we shall suppose only that A is differentiable with respect to the 
variables u and p (the resulting derivatives being continuous functions 
of their arguments), and that B is Lipschitz continuous in the variables 
u andp, that is 
IB(x,~,!7)--B(%u,P)l GWq--PI +lo--ulI 
for any compact set of arguments. Our principal result is now the 
following 
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THEOREM 1. Let u = u(x) and v = V(X) be functions of class Cl on 
an n-dimensional domain Q, satisfying the respective daflerential inequali- 
ties 
div{d(x, u, Du)} - B(x, U, Du) 2 0 
div{tl(x, v, Dv)} - B(x, v, Dv) < 0. 
(5) 
Suppose that u < v in Sz, and that at least one of the matrices 
aA 
a(Du) Or 
aA 
WV) 
is positive deJinite on 52. Then either u = v or else u < v throughout Q. 
If one specializes the functions A and B by setting A = aF/ap and 
B = aF/au, where F(x, u, p) is the integrand in (3), then Theorem 1 
yields the following improved version of Almgren’s result. 
COROLLARY. Let u = u(x) and v = v(x) be Cl extremals of the 
variational problem (3) on an n-dimensional domain Q, where F is of 
class C2 in the variables u and p. Suppose that u < v in Q, and that at 
least one of the matrices 
a2F 
a(Duy Or 
a2F 
a(Dv)2 
is positive definite on Q. Then either u = v or else u < v throughout 52. 
The smoothness conditions on the integrand can be lightened by 
taking into account the remark following the proof of Theorem 1 in 
the next section. 
The last section of the paper is concerned with the situation which 
occurs when u = v at some boundary point. We also discuss the case 
when the solutions u and o are strongly differentiable rather than of 
class Cl. 
1. PROOF OF THEOREM I 
Let J2’ denote the subset of Q where u = v. Obviously M is 
relatively closed with respect to Q. To complete the proof of the 
theorem it is therefore enough to show that 0 is open, for then it 
must either be empty or coincide with Sz. 
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Thus assume that 51’ is not empty, and let P be an arbitrary point 
in Sz’. Let S(p) denote the closed ball of radius p centered at P, where 
p is chosen so small that S(p) is contained in Q. By subtracting the 
first inequality of (5’) f rom the second, we obtain the key relation 
s [D#J 't@, u, Dv) - &?u,Du)} +#{B(x,o,Dv) - B(x,u, Du))]dx 2 0. 
(7) 
In this formula one may obviously restrict consideration to non- 
negative functions 4 which vanish outside S(p); correspondingly the 
domain of integration can be confined to this ball. By assumption, 
we have in S(p) 
where w  = v - u and a, b, c, d are suitable constants depending 
only on the structure of A and B and on bounds for u, v, Du, and Dv 
in S(p). 
Let us assume that the matrix aAla is positive definite (the 
other case is treated similarly). Then, since A is of class Cl in the 
variables u and p, we have by the mean value theorem 
(De, - Du) * (A(x,v,Dw) - A(x,u,Du)} 
Evidently the matrix i?A/a(D u is continuous as well as being positive ) 
definite. Consequently there exists a constant h > 0 such that 
(D4h).&. (Dv-Du)> h IDv-DDu/~ in S(p). 
In addition, since v = u at P and v >, u by hypothesis, clearly 
Dv = Du at P. Hence, by fixing p sufficiently small we can suppose 
that the final term on the right side of (9) is bounded in absolute 
value by 
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Finally, note that 1 M/au 1 < b in accordance with (8). With the 
help of the inequalities just derived, it follows from (9) and Cauchy’s 
inequality that 
Dw * {A(x, o, Do) - A(x, u, Du)} 3 $ / Dw I2 - (F + 4, w2 in S(p). 
(10) 
We are now in position to apply an interesting Harnack-type 
inequality due to Trudinger ([lo], Theorem 1.2). In particular, let 
the nonnegative function w  be considered as a solution of the differen- 
tial inequality (7). Then in view of (8) and (10) the hypotheses of 
Trudinger’s theorem are satisfied with 01 = 2. Consequently, since 
w  = 0 at P, we obtain the relation 
s w dx < 0.l S(2~/3) 
Hence w  E 0 in S(2p/3). But this shows that Q’ is an open set, and 
completes the proof. 
Remark. The assumption that A is differentiable with respect to 
u can be replaced by the weaker condition that A is Lipschitz con- 
tinuous with respect to this variable. The proof is the same except 
that in considering the difference 
A(x, PI, Der) - A(x, II, Du) 
we first write this expression in the form 
PO, u, Do) - -4(x, u, WI + [4x, v, Do) - A@, u, Da)] 
and then estimate the two parts separately. 
If the hypotheses with regard to the structure of A and B are 
strengthened to hold uniformly for all values of their arguments, it is 
possible to obtain a result applying not only to Cl solutions of (5’) 
but even to continuous strongly differentiable solutions. In particular, 
let us suppose that both A and B are uniformly Lipschitz continuous 
with respect to u and p, and that the matrix aA/+ is uniformly 
positive definite for all values of its arguments.2 Then we have the 
following conclusion. 
1 Cubes rather than balls are used in [lo], but this is merely a technicality. 
a This amounts to the condition that the operator div[A(Je, U, Du)] is uniformly 
elliptic, an assumption which was not required for the main result. 
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T~EORRM 1’. Let u = u(x) and v = v(x) be continuous functions 
in Q, possessing strong derivatives which are locally of class L, . Suppose 
that u < v in J2 and that (5) holds. Then either u = v or else u < v 
throughout Q. 
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 1, condition (8) holds in S(p). 
Moreover, using the remark above and the fact that aA/& is uniformly 
positive definite, it is clear that (10) is likewise valid throughout S(p). 
Consequently we may apply Trudinger’s theorem exactly as in the 
proof of Theorem 1, to obtain w  = 0 in S(2p/3); this completes the 
demonstration. 
Even the continuity hypothesis on u and v can be dropped if we 
are willing to interpret equalities and inequalities in the almost 
everywhere sense, the proof remaining essentially unchanged. 
2. EQUALITY AT THE BOUNDARY 
In the conclusion of Hopf’s theorem (see the introduction) no 
assertion is made concerning the behavior of u - v at the boundary 
of D when u < v in the interior. The following theorem treats this 
case. 
THEOREM 2. Let u = u(x) and v = v(x) be functions of chss C2 on 
the closure D of an n-dimensional domain Q, satisfying the inequalities (1). 
Suppose that u < v in Q and that at least one of the matrices (2) is 
positive akjinite on 0. Assume finally that v = u at some point P on the 
boundary of Sz admitting an internally touching tangent sphere. Then 
either u = v in Sz OY else 
u<vins;! and 
au av 
an-% 
at P. 
This proposition is a special case of results of A. McNabb ([8], 
pp. 434438); it may be proved exactly as in the original demonstration 
of Hopf ([5], pp. 150-152) except that at the final step one applies the 
boundary point lemma [6] rather than the maximum principle. 
When we turn to Cl solutions u and v of (5), it is a suprising fact 
that the analog of Theorem 2 is no longer true. This is shown by the 
following example due to D. Gilbarg ([3], p. 169). Consider the 
function 
u = 24(x, y) = x exp(- -7;> (r2 = x2 + y2) 
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where n = 2 and 52 is the domain (X - 1)2 + y2 = 1 in the xy plane. 
This function is of class Cl in the closure of D and satisfies there the 
linear elliptic equation 
with continuous coefficients 
a = 1 + (P2 - 1lY” b = (1 - P”>XY c I-‘+ 
(p2 - 1)x2 
P El’ ’ pr2 ’ P P2 
where p = 1 + (2-)-l. Clearly u > 0 in Q, but u and DU are 
zero at the origin, contradicting the conclusion of Theorem 2. 
In spite of this negative result, we can nevertheless obtain a partial 
analog of Theorem 2 for Cl solutions of divergence structure differen- 
tial inequalities. For convenience in stating this result, we shall say 
that a boundary point P of Q admits an internal cone condition 
provided there exists a right circular cone with height p and vertex P 
which is contained in .Q. 
THEOREM 3. Let u = u(x) and v = V(X) be functions of class Cl on 
the closure 0 of an n-dimensional domain Q, satisfying the respective 
inequalities (5). Suppose that u < v in Q, and that at least one of the 
matrices (6) is positive defkzite on a. AssumeJinally that u = v at some 
point P on the boundary of Q admitting an internal cone condition. Then 
eitheru~vorelseu<vinQandthexeroofu-vatPisoffinite 
o?d?r. 
Proof. Suppose u & v in Sz; then we have u < v in 52 according to 
Theorem 1. Now assume for contradiction that u - v has a zero of 
infinite order at P. Then DU = Do at P and the estimates (8) and (10) 
hold in the associated cone V (we may, of course, suppose that p is 
suitably small). 
We can therefore apply the Harnack inequality to the positive 
function w  = v - u in any ball B contained in V. This being the 
case, let us consider in particular a sequence of balls B(y, a), each 
of which is internally tangent to V and whose sucessive centers y = yi 
and radii u = oi are such that 
~(35 ,431 c w,,, , 2ut+,/3) i = 0, 1, 2 ,.... 
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If ,d is the half-angular opening of V it is easy to see that the sucessive 
radii and centers can be chosen to satisfy the relation 
ui+1 I Yi+1 I 1 + (l/3) sin j? 
- = ____ = 1 + (2/3) sin j3 - K < ’ Oi IYi I 
so that the sequence B(yi , ui) converges to P (for convenience we 
assume that P is the origin). 
By [lo], Theorem 1.2, there exists a constant C such that 
0-n s w dx < C minB(,,(l,3)o) 44 B(u.(2/3)0) 
for any ball B(y, ) u in the sequence. On the other hand, for the ball 
B( y’, a’) preceding B( y, u in the sequence we have (since w > 0) ) 
3” 
minB(,~,(l,3),7 44 < - 
W,@ s 
3” 
wdx<----- 
W# s 
w dx 
B(v,(2/3)o) 
where w, denotes the volume of the unit ball in n dimensions. 
Combining the last two inequalities now yields 
minBb,(l/3)o) W(x) 2 L minB(~‘,(l13b’) w(x) 
where L = w,/3V. If this relation is iterated to sucessively larger 
radii we find easily that 
whence w( yi) > const Li for some positive constant and all positive 
integers i. 
Now, by assumption, w has a zero of infinite order at P. Hence for 
any integer m there exists a constant c(m) such that 
w(Yt) < c(m) I Yi lm = c(m> I YO lmKmi* 
By combining the preceding two inequalities we obtain 
const Li < c(m) 1 y. lmfcm2. 
Letting i tend to infinity there results finally 
which is impossible for sufficiently large m. This completes the 
demonstration. 
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It is evident from the proof that one could determine an upper 
bound for the order of the zero at P depending on the structure of the 
coefficients A and B near the solution U(X), namely, m < logL// log K j. 
We also note that an alternate proof of Theorem 3, in the case when 
equality holds in both relations (5), can be given on the basis of a 
recent result of Widman, though the proof as a whole would then be 
considerably more involved. 
If the hypotheses on A and B are strengthened as in the last part 
of Section 1, then we can drop the condition that u and v are of 
class Cl. Specifically, in this case the following result holds. 
THEOREM 3’. Let u = u(x) and v = v(x) be continuous functions 
in the closure of s1 possessing strong derivatives which are locally of 
class L, . Suppose that u < v in IR and that (5) holds. Assume finally 
that u = v ut some point P on the boundary of Sz admitting an internal 
cone condition. Then either u = v OY else u < v in D and the zero of 
u - v at P is of jinite order. 
Proof. Since (8) and (10) are valid in the present circumstances 
(see the demonstration of Theorem l’), the result follows exactly as in 
the proof of Theorem 3. 
In conclusion, it should be mentioned that Littman has obtained a 
strong maximum principle for certain linear differential operators, in 
which it is necessary to suppose only that the functions u and v are 
continuous, while references [2], [4], and [9] contain further maxi- 
mum principles for higher order equations and systems which are 
somewhat analogous to Theorem 3. 
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